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times the power of a single-acing single-cylinder engine, with a range of 
stress on the crank-shaft only one-hall as great, needing a flywheel of some
what less weight to secnre the same steadiness of running, and possessing 
an· improved mechanical efficiency. This type of engine is now being built 
by most makers of large gas engines, and bids fair to become the standard 
type where a regular tnrning velocity is essential. 

The Nurnberg Gas Engine.-It is impossible in this work to describe 
every maker's engines, and this eilgine (fig. 441) has been selected as a good 
typioal example of the tandem doqble-cylinder, double-acting, fonr-oycle 
gas engine of large size. Designed by the Maschinenfabrik Augsbnrg-Nurn• 
berg, and made in this country by the Lilleshall Company, Ltd., sorne 250 
engines of various sizes, made either by the inventors or their licensees, are 
now working in various parts of the world. 

The cylinder is cast in one piece with its water-jacket, the inner and 
outer walls separated sufficiently to allow for their diflerent rates of expansion 
when at work, and to enable scale or mud to be easily got out throngh the 
nnmerons cleaning doors provided for the pnrpose. Interna! pipes are pro• 
vided to spray the water directly on to the exhaust outlets and other parts 
reqmring to be specially cooled. 

The water-cooled boxes containing the inlet valves are bolted on the 
top of the cylinder, and those for the ontlet valves below it, so that any 
dust entering by the inlet valves has the best possible chance of being blown 
away through the outlet valves immediately below them. The hollow 
cast-iron exhaust valves are cooled by water at a pressnre of 20 lbs. on the 
square inch, which enters through the gun-metal valve stalks. 

When overhanling, the inlet valves can be drawn upwards, and the outlet, 
witbo 1t distnrbing the exhaust pipes, downwards into large openings left 
in the masonry for the purpose. As there are no valves in the cylinder 
covers, these can be water-cooled boxed castings of strong simple form. 

The cylinders do not rest on the foundations, but are carried by the rear 
guide bar support, the distance pieces, and the engine frame, the first two 
being bolted down to plates secured to the masonry ; on these the castings 
can slide when the cylinders expand. The distance piece and engine frame 
are open from the centre line upwards to allow of ready access to the guide 
shoes, but are strengthened by strong tie-rods near their upper edges. 

The hollow ribless pistons are carried by nickel-steel wds, having a tensile 
strength of 40 tons per square inch, with an extension of 18 per cent. before 
fracture. The rods are tnrned with an initial camber, so that when loaded 
with pistons and supported by the guide shoes at the ends they shall be 
straight. The whole weight of the pistons and rods is thus carried on the 
guide shoes outside the cylinders, and only the piston rings are in contact 
with the cylinder walls. Through the rod a hole is bored, by which water 
ata pressnre of 50 to 60 lbs. per square inch is conveyed to the pistons. It 
entera by the jointed pipes at the centre guide shoe, and leaves by retnrn 
pipes fitted within the rods. 

Fig. 442 shows the method employed for removing and examining the 
pistons, and obtaining access to the cylinders for cleaning them out. 

The valve gear is worked from a side shaft driven from the crank-shaft 
by machina-cut gears running in an oil bath. On this shaft are eccentrics 
operating rolling levers, which control the valves. The governing is by 
the constant quantity method, the gas valve being tripped by the governor 
when the requisite supply has entered. 

Ignition is by a make-and-break contact worked from an accumulator,. 

l'Hll NURNBEB.G UAS ENGlNE. 
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two ignition plugs being provided for each end of each cylinder m case 
one of them should fail. 

The engine frame carries two four-part main bearings, the steps being 
of cast steel lined with white metal, and having wedge adjustment, while 
the outer bearing steps have spherical seats to accommodate any possible 
deflection of the shaft. 

Lubrication of the principal bearings is effected by oil from an overhead 
tank, the overflow gravitating to a filtering tank in the basement, whence 
it is pumped up again to the supply tank, the crank pit being covered in with 
a light cover to prevent loss by splashing. Owing to thís method of lubrica
tion, the mechanícal e:fficiency of the engine is 85 per cent., and yet the con
sumption of oíl, according to the makers, is under 6 gallons per 1,000 H.P. 
per 24 hours. The cooling water required for all purposes is from 7 to 8 gallons 
at 60º F. per horse-power per hour. 

Starting is effected by turning the engine into a suitable position by an 
?lectric barring gear, and admitting a.ir compressed to 285 lbs. per square 
mch. 

Fig. 443 is a copy of a diagram from one of these engines. The com
pression pressure varíes between 130 and 200 lbs. per square inch, according 
to whether blast furnace or richer gases are used. The maxímum explosiva 
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Fig. 443.-Indicator Di&gram from Nurnberg Gas Engine. 
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pressure is usually from 3~ to 350 lbs. per square inch, and that at release 
;i.bout 30 lbs. The max1mum temperature on ignition is usually about 
1,500° C. (2,732º ~-), and that at relea.se abo~t 400° C. (752° F.). These 
figures are appronmate only, as there are considerable practica} di:fficulties 
in measuring them. 

Scavenging.-The pressure to whích the charge is compressed is 
determined by the ratio which the clearance volume left at the end of the 
cylin~er bear~ to the v?lume s"'.ept out by the piston, and must be about 
one-nmth of 1t. The p~ton ºD: 1ts return after the e~plosion stroke pushes 
the_ wa~te gases before 1t, but lS una_ble to empty the clearance space, into 
which 1t cannot penetra.te, and which, therefore, remains filled with the 
heated _pro~uct:s o~ co~bustion.. Amongst these the next charge must be 
drawn 11;1, dilutmg 1t w1th these mert gases, ~hich impart heat to it, and so 
expand 1t. Both these causes reduce the weight of active gas and air which 
enter the cylinder. · 
. Carbon ~ay be d~posíted in the clearance space from traces of tar carried 
mt? the cylmder by ~perfecJly :vashed gas, or from charred lubricating.oil, 
~h1?h generally ha~ ~ed w1th 1t a small p'roportion of cotton seed or some 
similar vegeta.ble oil, m order to ensure the even flow of the mineral oil over 
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the hot surfaces ~o be lubricated. Should any glowing particles of Carbon 
or of du~t rema1~ on the sur~ace of the clearance space, preignition at 
sorne penod of either the suct1on or of the compression stroke will occur. 
In either_ eve~t power is lost, and in the la~ter case the opposition to the 
compressmg p1ston causes dangerous stresses m the engine. 

To avoid this, in sorne engines, cool 
air is drawn or driven through the 
clearance space in order to displace the 
hot gases and cool down the cylinder, the 
operation being known as "scavenging." 

One method, now abandoned, was not 
to draw in a fresh explosíve charge on 
the completion of the exhaust stroke, 
until a charge of cool air had first been 
drawn in and expelled. The engine thus 
became a six-cycle engine, having one 
explosion in every six strokes. It gave 
out only two-thirds of the power, and 
yet the first cost and frictíon were tbe 
same as if it had been operated on four 
cycles, and its turning was less regular. 

One of the earliest and most success
ful scavenging engines was the English 
Premier engine, made at Sandiacre, near 
Nottingham. Fig. 444 shows the arrange
ment of this engine in diagrammatic 
form ; it is of the single-acting double
cylinder, tandem, four-cycle type. After 
each explosion the products of combus
tion are driven out of the clearance 

• space by cold a.ir drawn in through the 
valve, A, by the air pump, B, placed on 
the top of the engine, which compresa 
the aír to a pressure of about 3 lbs. on 
the square inch. This is admitted to the 
cylinder just before the exhaust stroke 
is completed, and sweeps the burnt gases 
before it into the exhaust pipe. The 
engine was devised to give powers of 
100 to 600 H.P. per cylinder when using 
hjgh compression with rich gases, such 
as coke-oven gas, which are more subject 
to preignition than the comparatively 
poor blast -furnace gas. It has been 
most successful for this purpose. 

Mr. Atkinson devised an ingenious 
plan for sweeping out the clearance 
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space by an indu~ed draught of ~ir, produced by the momentum of the moving 
column of gas~s m a long stra1gh~ exhaust pipe. By opening the air valve 
at about one-e1ghth of the revolut10n of the crank before it reached the dead 
centre on the return stroke, and keeping it open for a similar period after 
the ~entre was pa~sed, the rush of the gas up the exhaust pipe produced a 
partial vacuum at 1ts lower end, and cool air entering by the air valve rushed 
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through the clearance space, sweeping the products of combustion before 
it up the exhaust pipe. This simple device works admirably in the case of 
small engines, but the action is difficult to induce in the case of large ones, 
where impulses are less frequent. 

Most makers of large four-cycle gas engines have now abandoned scaveng
ing entirely, and trust to careful design of the cylinders and clearance space 
to render it unnecessary. By seeing that there are no interna! projections 
not thoroughly cooled by the water-jacket, and that the clearance spaces 
are so shaped as to have no corners in which Carbon or dust can collect, all 
such matters are driven out by the rush of gas when the exhaust valve opens. 

Two - cycle Engines.-If the products of combustion can be forced 
out of the cylinder immediately the explosion stroke is completed, a fresh 
charge can be taken in and compressed on the return stroke of the piston, 
ready for firing on the next forward stroke. The engine will then have only 
two cycles of operation, and the crank-shaft will receive an impulse during 
each revolution. 

For such engines scavenging is an absolute necessity, to ensure the com
plete sweeping out of any still burning gas remaining in the cylinder, which 
would otherwise immediately ignite the fresh charge. The time for effecting 
this cleaning, and introducing the fresh charge into the cylinder, before 
_the piston has moved any appreciable distance on its return journey, is so 
short, that air and gas would not fl.ow in fast enough at ordinary pressures, 
and they must, therefore, be forced in by pumps, which deliver them into 
the cylinder at the instant when they are required. 

This cycle was originally devised by Mr. Dugald Clerk in 1880. Its 
drawback is that in practice the air and gas have to be compressed in the 
pumps, which requires the expenditure of power, and then are permitted 
to expand freely into the cylinder without performing work, so that the 
work expended in driving the pump is lost. Consequently the mechanical 
friotion of such engines varíes between 72 and 76 per cent., while that of the 
four-cycle engine is from 80 to 85 per cent. Y et sorne managers of steel • 
works prefer them for their other advantages, which they consider outweigh 
a somewhat larger consumption of gas, obtainable at most blast furnaces 
for the mere cost of cleaning it. 

As originally made, large gas-engine cylinders and cylinder ends were 
constantly fracturing under the combined infl.uence of high pressures, and 
the strains set up by the unequal expansion induced by the great heat to which 
they were subjected. Exhaust valves were a continua! source of annoyance 
and expense, and piston-rod stuffing-boxes were looked upon as almost 
impracticable. 

The Oechelhauser Engine.-This ingeniously contrived engine was 
devised to get over the difficulties just mentioned, and was the :first really 
large gas engine to be set to work, one of 600 R.P. being started in 1898. 
The cylinder is of the simplest possible form, free to expand in any direction, 
the cylinder and jacket being separate castings, and not cast together, as 
might be supposed from the diagrammatic drawing, which is intended merely 
to explain its method of working. There are no cylinder ends to fracture, 
no valves of any kind exposed to the heated gases, no stuffing-boxes, and 
the ends of the cylinder are open, so that the tightness of the pistons can 
be seen at any time. 

Fig. 445 shows this engine. It has a long water-cooled cylinder, in which 
work two pistons, B and C, that nearest the crank-shaft, B, being coupled 
by a connecting-rod, D, direct to the centre crank, E, and that farthest frorr 

THE OECHELHAUSER ENGINE. 

it, C, attached to a cross-head1 F, to which are secured two side roda, G and 
H, ~nd to them t~o connectmg-rods, J and K, coupling them to the two 
outs1de cranks, wh1ch are set at an angle of 180° from the centre one. To 
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the back of the c;oss-head, F, is attached the piBton-rod of a pump. This 
pump draw, in gas on one side of the piston, L, from the supply pipe, M, 
compresses and delivers it through_the porta, N, into the cylinder, whenever 
these porta are uncovered by the piston, C. On its other side the piBton, L, 
draws in oir through the opening, O, compressing and delivering it through 
the ports, P, into the working cylinder, when these are uncovered by the 
piBton, C. As the two pistons approach each other the explosive charge 
is compressed between them, and then fired; the two piBtons are driven 
apart, but just before the stroke iB completed the piBton, B, uncovers the 
ring of exhaust ports, Q, through which the burnt gases escape, their exit 
being hastened by the compressed air, which enters a moment later through 
the ports, P, as they in turn are uncovered by the movement of the piston, 
C. In this way a thorough scavenging is ef!ected, and when the further 
movement of the piston, C, at last uncovers the gas ports, N, the gas enters 
an atmosphere of nearly pure cool air. The piBtons then approach each other 
compressing the charge, whicb iB fired, and the cycle of operations recom
mences. The details of the pumps, &c., are sometimes varied, but however 
changed, the principie of action is the same. 

As the two piBtons move in opposite'directions a balance of the moving 
parts ensues, so that there is no unbalanced force tending to move the engine 
bodily on its foundations, and the turning moment on the crank-shaft being 
due to a couple, there are no horizontal forces to be resiBted by the bearings 
and bedplate, as in other types of engines. There are no places in the cylinder 
where dust or oil can Jodge. This iB a two-cycle engine. 

Koerting Engine.-This two-cycle engine was produced in the year 
1890, with the object, primarily, of obtaining two impulses per revolution, 
as with an ordinary steam engine. It iB shown in diagrammatic form in 
fig. 446. The air and gas are compressed by the pumps, A and B, respec
tively, which are driven by a crank, C, set 110º in advance of the main crank
pin, D, and are admitted alternately at each end of the cylinder by the valves, 
E and F. The products o! combustion are driven out through the central 
annular port, G, and the scavenging iB performed by the compressed air, 
as in the case of the Oechelhiiuser engine, and then a charge of air and gas 
is admitted to mix with the cool air. The method by which thiB sequence 
of events iB secured, although the air and gas pipes are in direct communication 
and one valve admits botb, is that either by throttling the charge of gas 
as shown in the drawing, or by bye-passing it, a smaller charge otgas is taken 
in by the gas pump than of air by the air pump, and the air forces back 
the gas from the valve. Consequently when the valve is opened, the air 
iB first driven into the engine to do the scavenging, followed later by the 
air and gas mixed together. The arrangement is very simple, and seems 
to meet the case, although it iB maintained by sorne critics that sorne gas 
which is dif!used amongst the air is often carried to waste up the exhaust 
pipe. The details of the pump are varied considerably by sorne of Messrs. 
Koerting's Jicensees, and the actual details are not quite as shown in the 
diagram, which is merely intended to be explanatory. 

Governing Gas Engines. -The hit-or-miBs method of governmg 
consists in omitting an explosion stroke on occasion altogether. From the 
point of view of economy of gas, it is the most eflicient of ali methods of 

' governing, because it maintains a constant ratio of air to gas, and so ensures 
the most economical mixture. lt also keeps the volume constant, thus 
securing an economical compression pressure, but it necessitates the following 
unsst,iBfactory mechanical conditions. If the load iB reduced by one-half; 

GOVERNING GAS ENGINE8, 711 

there are in. a four-cy?le engine ~even successive strokes of the piBton 
w1thout any m1pulse bemg transm1tted to the crank, and if it iB reduced 
by three-fourths, there are no less than fifteen idle strokes between the 
active ones. 

ThiB is too crude a means of regulation to be tolerated in the case oJ 
large engines, and iB no longer used for them. Sorne method must be found 
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which will enable the number of impulses to remain constant, but their 
in'tensity to be varied as reguired. . · . 

Theoretically, the best com:se would be to keep the quahty of the mixture 
constant, to admit a small guantity, and compress it to the_ same pressure, 
taking advantage of any economy to be had from its add1t1~nal expa~Slon 
before rejection through the exhaust, but thlS would reqmre a variable 
clearance space, which at present is not practicable. 

The only alternatives that remain are (!) to reduce the quantity of gas 
and increase that of the air, thus keeping the volume and, therefore, the 
compression constant; (2) to keep the ratio of air and gas constant, but to 
admit a less volume of both, in which case the compression pressure is less ; 
(3) to combine both these methods of working. 

Ali these methods are in nse and ali give fairly satislactory resulta. 
Starting Gas Engines.-As the gas engine is not driven by a constant 

positive pressure which can be turned on at will to start the engine against 
a load, sorne means must be provided to supply the impulse which the gas 
engine cannot supply for itself until it is actually running. 

So.me of the early engines were started by admitting to the cylinder an 
• explosive mixture of air and sorne light volatil? spirit, which 1/rovided the 
first impulse. The more usual plan at present 1s to use air which has been 
compressed to a pressure of from 150 to 300 lbs. per aguare inch, and stored 
in a holder; 

Gas Engine Details.-It is impossible to spare _room in a work on 
steel manufacture to treat of this matter, and the foregoing illustrations 
have purposely been prepared, so as to show only the es~ential fe~tures of 
the various engines, with a view to greater clearness. Wh1le there 18 a very 
ample Iiterature dealing with the the?ry of the gas ~ngine, and many books 
which give infor~ation as to the details of small eng'!'es, so far as t_he author 
is aware, there 18 only one at present pubhshed which can be sa1d to deal 
in any way with the details of the large engines us?d wit~ produc_er _gas, and 
that is Professor Mathot's most recent work ment10ned m the Bibhography 
at the end of this chapter. Those requiring information on these points are 
referred specially to the two papers by Messrs. H. Hubert and K. Reinhart 
mentioned in the Bibliography, as the best information so lar published on 
these pointa. 

Limitations of the Gas Engine.-The gas engine is altogether a 
Jess flexible too! than the steam engine. It cannot be stopped and restarted 
severa! times a minute by the mere movement of a throttle valve, because 
no permanent steady pressure is available ; it has to depend for ita motive 
power on sudden explosiona. . . 

When started, the engine must be kept runnmg, becaus? 1t depends upon 
the energy stored in the flywheel to compress the exploS1ve charges. For 
this reason and because there must be a sequence of varymg strokes to 
complete a 'cycle, there seems little likelihood of a g_as engine being produced 
which can be freely reversed. It mnst run at Ulllform speed, becanse the 
air and gas flow into the partial vacnum formed m the cylmder ata defimte 
rate which is determined by the pressure of the atmosphere. Doubtless 
the 'speed can be controlled to a !imited extent by altering the connections 
to the governor, and adjusting the area. of the inlet, particularly in the ca~e 
of engines working on the Clerk cycle, m wh1ch the dehvery of gas and air 
is effected by the positive displacement of pumps. Such changes of speed, 
however, are strictly limited, and take time to effect. From the very natura 
of the case, a sudden explosion of an intensely hot gas, wh1ch loses heat 
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rapidly to the col_d water-jacket which confines it, must be utilised promptly 
for such energy 1s very evanescent,. differin~ entirely from the steady per'. 
manent pressure of. steam _fror_n a boiler, utilIBab!e at practically any desired 
:•te. If an exploS1ve engme 1s coupled to a mill by any me<;hanical mea 
1t cannot be _employed to grip the piece to be rolled slowly, then incrO::; 
the s~eed durmg the '";n, and reduce it towards the end, so as to ayoid shooting 
the p1ece ou! of _the ~¡¡¡ata dan~erous speed. 

!he gas engme g1ves 1ts maxunum economy at a maximum load. Re
ducmg by one_-half the net power delivered by it increases the consumption 
?¡ gas per umt of power from 25 to 35 per cent. If rated at ita full load 
1t may t~ke an overload, provided it lasta for one or two revolutions only 
by drawm¡s on the energy _stored in the flywheel, but to do so must s!o,; 
down conS1derably. The shghtest permanent overload stops it entirely, 
. _If a gas engme has been put down too small for the work to be done by 
1t, 1t cannot be ~ltered to ~ive appreciably more power, and must be replaced 
by a larger e~m.e ; and 1! a piece sticks in the rolls, the en•ine cannot be 
reversed to wmd 1t out agam. 0 

Omission to appreciate these facta, and to recognise that the power which 
a ~as engme 18 sold to g1ve out is its maximum power, has caused the total 
failure of gas engmes of a nommal power egua! to the average power exerted 
by the steam engme~ they were put in to replace. 

The cost of repair~ and of oil is much more than in the case 0¡ a steam 
engme, though much !mprovement in this respect has been made in the case 
of the most recent engmes. 

Finally, gas engines must be laid off for cleaning at intervals of about 
two or three months, the operation in the case of a Iarge engine occu in 
t:vo or thr_ee days, during which time the whole mil!, if coupled to a/fudt 
v1d1:1aI engme, ~nst also remain idle, and if the mil! is a reversing one a gas 
engme cann?t m any c~se be coupled to it. Nevertheless severa! Iarg~ milis 
on the Contment are dr1ven by gas engines and also at the Moss Bay W k · 
m Scotland, where a 30-inch three-high L¡uth Plate Mili is direct] º'¡ j 

, to a 1,8?0 R.P. Oechelhauser_ gas engin_e. Messrs. Monks, Hall & ¡;:.~'ftt 
of W arrmgton, also dr1ve their small milis by gas engines. 

. In ali these r":"pects the gas engine is at a great disadvantage com ared 
w1th_ a s_team ~nglll:e, which can be started and stopped, run fast or sl~wly, 
and m e1ther direct10n ~t wil(. _Can be so proportioned that the consumption 
per umt of P?Wer varies w1thm much smaller limita from half or even a 
quarter load ri~ht up to 50 or 100 per cent. overload; and if overloaded the 
steam engme will_contmue rulllllilg though at reduced speed. If it is found 
that_ more power 18 r~guired than the steam engine was originally designed 
to g1ve out, the settmg of the valves, or the pressure 0¡ steam, are easily 
altered, and many engmes to-day are working under ]oads more than t · 
~• great as they were originally designed to meet, and without very ser7;~: 
mercase_ m their consumpt10n per horse-power. A steam engine will run for 
years w1th only such repairs as can be effected during the week-end 

The reversa! of the mili may no doubt be effected by •. · ·¡ t h . a reversmg gear 
s1m1 ar o t at_ to be described on p. 775, but for powerful mili., needin to 
be reversed gmckly th_e only really satisfactory method 0¡ transmittinggthe 
power between the engmes and the mili is by the electric current. 

The Humphrey Gas Pump,-A ¡¡ove! apparatus for directly utilisi 
the expl0S1ve power o! gases has been recently invented by Mr. Herbert ~ 
Humphrey, and as thlS may be _used to pump water, to blow air for blast: 
furnace use, to generate electric1ty, and for other purposes, a considerable 
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development may be expected in the future ÍÍ the inventor's expectations 
are fulfilled. 

To see the apparatus in its simplest form, imagine a long pipe bent into 
the form of the letter U nearly filled with water, and with the ends turned 
upwarda one end being closed, while the other is open. Admission and 
exhaust 'valves are fitted at the top of the closed branch of the pipe, which 
serve respectively to admit the explosive mixture, and to allow the escape 
of the burnt gases. Lower down in this U tube are fitted water admission 
valves. When an explosive mixture of air and gas is admitted and fired 
on the top of the water in one leg, the water is depressed in this leg, and 
correspondingly raised i~ the other leg, overflow~g the top of the tube into 
the delivery tank; owmg to the momentum ~parted to the column. of 
moving water, the gases expand below atmospheric .P:essure, the~eby suckmg 
open the water admission valves, so that an add1t1onal quanti_ty of water 
flows in. When the momentum imparted to the column of water 1s expended, 
the head of water in the leg causes it to fl.ow back again, driving out the bulk 
of the burnt gases, until the water strikes and closes the exhaust valve. The 
remainder of the burnt gas is compressed, cushioning the w:ater, and t~us 
giving ita second return impulse, s~mew~at less tha~ t~e prev1ous one, wh1ch 
draws in a fresh charge of explos1ve IlllXture; thIS ~s compressed by the 
return of the oscillating column of water, the charge 1s then fired, and the 
cycle of operations is co1;1plet~. . _ 

This cycle of operat10ns 1s the theoret1cally perfect _cycle proposed by 
13eau de Rochas in 1860, having a long outward explos1on stroke followed 
by a long inward expulsion stroke ; these be_ing succeeded by a short outw~rd 
suction stroke and a short inward compress1on stroke. It 1s the -cycle which 
Atkinson succeeded in obtaining in his gas engines, which proved to be the 
most economical in gas of their day, but were discontinued in practice because 
the saving in gas effected by them did not compensate for _the in~reased cost 
of lubrication and upkeep due to the greater num~er of their movmg parts. 

But in the Humphrey pump there are no movmg parts except t~e valv:es, 
which may be washed at each stroke by the water; there are no rec1procatmg 
parts except the oscillating colu~ of wat~r which serve~ the purpose both 
of a piston and a fl.ywheel, no p1Stons or p1ston-rod packings to wear, leak, 
or require lubrication, so that the cost of attendance and upkeep should be 
exceedingly small. 

Moreover, the pump cycle can carry the ~xpans~on of the gases be\ow 
atmospheric pressure, which should ~a~e thIS ªPJ?hance more econo~cal 
in the consumption of gas than any ex1stmg g~s eng~e, a_nd another poss~ble 
source of economy is that probably the gas will require httl~ or no cleanmg, 
thus saving the power now consumed by t~e cos_tly gas-cleanmg plants. . 

Obviously the moving column of water 1s easily adaptable for compressmg 
air for blowing blast furnaces or Bessemer converters, and a 1,350 H.~. 
plant is under construction for deliver_ing water under pressure toan hydraul~c 
turbine coupled direct to an electr1c generator for the supply of electric 
power. T~e s~ving in ga~ is exp~cted to more than compensate for t~e loss 
in convers10n m the turbme, which can be made very compact. 1t 1s also 
quite possible that ½1. sorne ca_ses the ~bines could be ~oupled to the wor~ 
direct without requmng the mterventlon of the electr1c plant to transm1t 

the power. . . . * 
One of these pumps was e~ibited at_ the Brussels ~xh1b1t1on o~ 1910, 

where it attracted much attent10n, and 1f the expectat10ns of the mventor 
• Engineering, vol. xc., 22nd July, 1910. 
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are fulfilled (he has shown much ingenuity in overcoming what seemed at 
first sig~t conditions al!llost imp?ssible of fulfilment) the apparatus should 
play an IIDportant part m future iron and steel works. 

Gas Engin~s in England and on the Continent.-The employ• 
ment of gas engmes ha~ made much greater advance in Germany than else
wher~far more t~an m England. There are various reasons to account 
f~r th1S state o~ affairs. In Germany ~el has usually to be carried such long. 
dIStances th~t 1t costs much more than _1t does_here, and there is consequently 
mue~ more mducement ~o try to save 1t. Fritz Sellge, describing one of the 
Lest mstances of the savmg of fue! secured by employing gas enaines shows 
that at Differdingen the installation paid 15·56 per cent. on the 

0

outl~y and 
that more work was accomplishe~. But this saving is based on coa! c~sting 
18 marks (17s. 7d.) per ton. W1th coal at usual English prices the saving 
~vo~ld be about ~alf this amount, and unless sorne other advantages were 
mcidentally obtamed would not provide for interest and sinking fund and 
would not be a sound conunercial transaction in this country. ' 

_Moreover, German steel wo_rks are largely owned by banking houses, 
whwh pay ~uch lowe~ rates of mterest on money deposited with them than 
would be pa1d by Engbsh works having to raise money by loan in the ordinary 
way: an~ these owners of the German works might find it suit their other 
tradmg m~erests to encourage expenditure on plant, even ií not directly 
~emunerat1ve to the steel :works. So that it does not follow that what pays 
m Germany need necessarily pay in Great Britain where conditions differ 

Most English blast furnaces have no steel works connected with the·m 
and were they to in~tal gas engines in place of their existing steam engine~ 
w~uld have. gr~t di.fficulty in using or disposing of the surplus power 80 
gamed. ThlS difficulty has been removed in the Middlesbrough district * 
wher~ the Cleveland and Durham Electric Pow:er Company purchase waste 
h~at m the form of coke-?ven or blast-furnace gas, or exhaust steam, where
w1th they generate electr1c current, and in sorne instances even sell it to the 
yery firms from whom they have purchased the heat wherewith to generate 
1t. ~or these wo~ks the effective "poolin!!" of their fl.uctuating surplus 
heat 1B an econom1cal _operat10n, while the electr1c company, on their part, 
~nd that th~ fluctuat10n of supply and demand in the individual planta 

cancel out, so that on t~e whole bo~h are remarkably constant. 
. No do~bt, to~, theoretical perfection, which appeals so strongly to the 

h1gh~y tramed mmd of_ th_e Germ~n, that he is not dismayed at any com
pleXJty needed to attam 1t, has httle attraction for the English manager 
who valu~s much more a low repair bill, and the simplicity and fewness of 
Pª!~s whlch conduce to steady r~nning. When he possesses boilers and 
enºmes of _good m?dern construction, he naturally hesitates to scrap them 
for_gas engmes? wh1ch even now h~ve scarcely got over the diseases incidental 
to_ infancy, while t~e le°:gth of their useful life is at present unknown, though 
Professor Threlfall s estunate that a new cylinder is required every three or 
fou! years must be based on exFerience with engines of far from modern 
des1gn.t 

Mr. F. Limburg gives figures to show that a steel works could actually 
be run by the gas fro!ll the blast furnaces alone without the use of any fue! 
except the coke u~ed m the blast furnaces. This is doubted by most people 
but 1t could certamly be approached. ' 

H ; "Power Supply and its Effect upon the Industries of the North-East Coast" Chas. 
• .,_ierz. !ron and St~ Irut. Journ., 1908, vol üi, p. 81. · 

• JoU,rn. lrut. Electrical Engineers, No, 196 Aug. 1909 p 61 
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There can be no doubt that the advent of gas engines of large power, 
worked by blast-furnace gas, and the facilities for distributing sueh power, 
electrically, must hasten the time when blast furnaces and steel works are 
merely two departments of one large plant, of which all portions are mutually 
dependent on each other, a condition which obtains largely even now when 
both Bessemer vessels and open hearth furnaces rely for their economical 
operation upon the supply of molten pig from the blast furnaces. 

The possibility of employing the coke-oven ~ases also for power and 
heating in t.he steel works must further increase the marked modern tendenoy 
to combint various branches of industry in one large aggregate of interests. 
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